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Thank you for downloading this Mind Missions lesson!
Each Mind Missions lesson has the following components:
The Story
Each story contains a social studies lesson. Read the story in teams or as a class. Mind Missions lessons
are available in three reading levels to meet the needs of a variety of readers. The mission challenge is
related to the content of the story.
Creative Problem Solving
The heart of the mission is a creative problem solving challenge. Using limited time and materials,
students will devise a creative solution to an open-ended, historical problem. Use your own judgment
regarding time limits needed for the task. You know your students better than anyone else!
Reflection
Reflection questions are included in each lesson. These questions encourage students to evaluate their
team and the ideas at work within class solutions.
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HELPFUL HINTS
Feel free to jump right in and try the lesson with your students. The instructions on the following pages
are easy to follow. Suggestions for optimal use of the Mind Missions program are included below.

Teamwork and Brainstorming
Positive teamwork and brainstorming skills are essential elements in the Mind Missions program. In
order to develop these habits, we offer introductory lessons on team building and brainstorming. The
team building lesson helps teams get to know each other, bond as a team, and learn teamwork skills. New
teams participate in short team building activities to encourage cooperation, unity, and respect. The brainstorming lesson teaches students effective brainstorming techniques.
In each Mind Missions lesson, students learn about elements of successful teamwork. Teachers may
group the students ahead of time or allow students to pick their own teams. Teams of four are advisable.
We recommend keeping students with the same team for all missions throughout a semester or school
year. This helps students learn how teams form and grow. A mixture of abilities and interests are ideal as
students bring different ideas and skills to the group.
Each Mind Missions lesson begins with a brainstorming exercise. Brainstorming encourages students to
think divergently. Instead of focusing on a “correct” answer, the students will think of as many answers
as they can. Encourage your students to find unusual ideas as they brainstorm. Stretch their minds!

Mission Preparation
The “Getting Ready” section of the teacher instructions includes a list of materials each team can use for
the mission. The items are common craft or office supplies. In general, markers, crayons, scissors, or any
other tools you decide can be used during the mission, but cannot be part of the final solution.
Some teachers prepare the materials for each team before the lesson. One team’s amount of material can
fit in a large ziplock bag. Do not show the teams the materials until the mission begins. This allows the
students to focus on the story and the historical problem before jumping into problem solving with the
materials.
Another way to distribute the materials is to have one member of each team, the “Materials Manager,”
gather the materials for their team. The bottom line is that it’s not important how the teams get their materials. Just do what works best for your classroom.
The page with Mission, Scoring, and Assignments can be reproduced for each team or projected for the
entire class to see.

Assignments and Teamwork
Rotating assignments on teams is a good way to ensure quieter students get involved and assertive students do not dominate every mission. Four suggested assignments are Leader, Materials Manager, Time
Keeper, and Recorder/Presenter. Each lesson includes suggested activities and “Sound Bites” for each
assignment on posters and on the Missions/Scoring/Assignment sheet. Our Back to School Kit includes
a set of reusable Assignment Cards that have space to record team member assignments for multiple
lessons.
During the problem solving time, students will solicit ideas from you. Try not to help them. The best
response is, “I don’t know, what do YOU think?” Be enthusiastic about different approaches.
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Recognition
We believe teams with the most successful and most creative solutions to the mission should be recognized in some manner. Each Mind Missions lesson includes scoring criteria to help judge the best
solution. Use your judgment to acknowledge the most interesting solutions and risk takers even if their
solution was less than successful.
Please don’t grade teams on the activity. Attaching a grade stifles their willingness to explore unique
solutions.
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A lesson about: Santa Anna and the Battle of San Jacinto

TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS

Prepare the following materials for each team:
4
8
3
1
8
4

Coffee Filters
Mailing Labels
Note Cards
Paper Plate
Pipe Cleaners
Sheets of Paper

Students may also use markers and scissors for the
mission, but not as part of the final presentation.
If desired, make copies of The Story, Mission/Scoring Sheet, and Reflection Questions in this lesson
for use during class.
Familiarize yourself with the Background Information (“More About ...”) at the end of this lesson.

Review the mission, time limits, and scoring criteria (listed below) with the class.
MISSION: If Santa Anna had a better disguise and
story, the tale of Texas independence could be very
different. Can your team devise a costume and
story for Santa Anna that keeps him from getting
caught? Then, invent an alternate ending for the
tale of Texas independence.

Set a timer for 5 minutes and let teams plan without touching the materials.
Set a timer for 15 minutes and let teams work.
When the time is up, teams must cease working
and present their disguise, story, and alternate
ending.

Group students into 5 or 6 teams.
Remind the teams about effective teamwork strategies from the HOW TO WORK AS A TEAM poster or a
previous mission reflection session.
Assign a Leader, Materials Manager, Time Keeper,
and Recorder/Presenter.

Review the HOW TO BRAINSTORM poster, and have
the teams brainstorm the following topic.
TOPIC: List ways to disguise yourself if you don’t
want to be recognized.

Pass out The Story to the students and read it together. This will set up the mission for the class.
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• Up to 10 points each for the creativity of the costume and story (up to 20 points total)
• Up to 20 points for the effectiveness of the costume and story (up to 40 points total)
• Up to 20 points for the alternate ending to the
tale of Texas independence
• Up to 20 points for positive teamwork
Tally the score for each team and recognize the
winning team. If there was an exceptionally creative disguise, story, or alternate ending, acknowledge that team as well.

In teams or as a class, review the Reflection Questions included in this lesson.
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THE STORY
After the Alamo, Sam Houston led the Texan forces east. They gathered more
volunteers as they traveled. General Santa Anna led the attack at Goliad on
March 27. Over 300 unarmed Texan prisoners were massacred in the battle. Then,
Santa Anna traveled east to the coast to capture Texas’ seaports. On April 21,
the Texan army realized that Mexican forces were close. Texan forces had grown
to almost 900. They decided to fight Santa Anna and his men near present-day
Houston, at a site called San Jacinto.
First, the famous Texas scout and spy, Deaf Smith, destroyed the bridge that the
Mexican army had crossed to enter the region. There would be no way to escape
once the battle had begun. Then, Sam Houston led an attack on the Mexican
army during their afternoon siesta (nap). Caught by surprise, the Mexican army
was quickly defeated. The Battle of San Jacinto lasted only 18 minutes.
After the battle, Santa Anna could not be found to negotiate terms of surrender.
Sam Houston ordered a search of the area. Some Texans found a Mexican soldier
in a regular uniform hiding in the grass near the river. They took him prisoner
and brought him back to camp. On the way, Mexican soldiers recognized the
captive and called to him, “El Presidente!” The soldier was Santa Anna! He was
brought to Sam Houston where he surrendered.

Santa Anna Surrendering to Sam Houston
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REFLECTION QUESTIONS
1. Which disguise of Santa Anna’s was most creative? Believable?

2. Which escape story of Santa Anna’s was most creative? Believable?

3. Who had the most interesting alternate ending to the story of Texas
independence? Do you think it is believable?

4. How could Texas history have been different if Santa Anna escaped?

5. Which group worked well together? How did they show good teamwork?

6. How can your team work more effectively? How can you be a better team
member?

© 2018 Elementary Mind Missions, LLC. This page may be duplicated for use during classroom instruction.
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MORE ABOUT SAN JACINTO
Sam Houston organized a large force of Texans
as he marched east to the Texas border with the
United States. As he approached the border, he
learned that Santa Anna and his men had burned
the nearby town of Harrisburg and crossed Vince’s
Bridge. Sam Houston knew that it was an ideal
time to fight. He waited for the Mexican army.
On April 20th, Mexican General Antonio Lopez
de Santa Anna and his troops marched across the
prairie toward Houston’s waiting army. The fire
of the two Texas cannons brought their march to
a halt. The Mexican army retreated to a clump
of trees and prepared for battle. Colonel Sidney
Sherman, at the head of the Texas cavalry, charged
the Mexican army. The skirmish was brief but both
sides were ready to engage in battle the next day.
On the morning of April 21st, General Sam Houston learned that more Mexican troops had crossed
Vince’s bridge to join with Santa Anna. Mexican
forces now numbered around 1200. The Texans
numbered 900. Sam Houston met with his military leaders to develop a plan. First, Houston sent
Erasmus “Deaf” Smith, the famous Texas spy, to
destroy Vince’s bridge over which the Mexican
army had passed. This cut off the only available
escape.
General Houston attacked about 3:30 in the
afternoon. This time of day was reserved for the

customary Mexican siesta and Santa Anna and his
troops were unprepared for battle. The Texans’
approach was screened by the trees and the rising
ground, and no one saw their advance. At close
range, the two cannon fired on the enemy defense.
Then, with the cries, “Remember the Alamo,”
and “Remember Goliad,” the Texans attacked the
Mexican army. Within a short time, 700 Mexicans
were slain, with another 730 taken as prisoners.
The battle for Texas was won.
General Houston rode slowly from the field of
victory, his ankle shattered by a rifle ball. At the
foot of an oak tree, he fainted and slid from his
horse. Santa Anna disappeared during the battle.
The next day General Houston ordered a thorough
search of the surrounding territory for Santa Anna.
Some Texans spotted a Mexican hiding in the grass
near Vince’s Bayou. The Mexican wore a common
soldier’s uniform but asked to see General Houston. They took the captive to camp, and on the
way, Mexican prisoners recognized him and cried,
“El Presidente!” The prisoner was Santa Anna. After meeting with General Houston for two hours,
Santa Anna agreed to write an order commanding
all Mexican troops to evacuate Texas. Later, treaties
were signed at Velasco and Texas’ independence
was recognized. The war was ended.

Battle of San Jacinto
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IMAGE CREDITS
Santa Anna Surrendering to Sam Houston: “Surrender of Santa Anna.jpg”, William Huddle, commons.
wikimedia.org. Battle of San Jacinto: “Battle of san jacinto.jpg”, Henry Arthur McArdle, commons.wikimedia.org.
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If Santa Anna had a better disguise and
story, the tale of Texas independence
could be very different. Can your
team devise a costume and story
for Santa Anna that keeps him from
getting caught? Then, invent an
alternate ending for the tale of Texas
independence.

Leader

Materials
Manager

• Read the Mission
Card
• Make sure everyone’s
voice is heard
• Focus work on the
learning task
• Divide tasks

• Collect and return
supplies
• Manage the use of the
supplies
• Remind the team how
the mission will be
scored

Sound
Bites
• “Let’s hear from
________ next.”
• “That’s interesting,
but let’s get back to
our task.”

Sound
Bites
• “Are we using the
materials in the best
way possible?”
• “Are we including everything on the score
card?”

• Up to 10 points each for the creativity
of the costume and story (up to 20
points total)
• Up to 20 points for the effectiveness of
the costume and story (up to 40 points
total)
• Up to 20 points for the alternate
ending to the tale of Texas
independence
• Up to 20 points for positive teamwork

Time Keeper

Recorder /
Presenter

• Keep the team on task
• Announce when time
is halfway through
and almost up
• Encourage team
members

• Record team ideas
• Write down notes for
presentations
• Present the team’s
finished work to the
class

Sound
Bites
• “We have five minutes left.”
• “Great idea,
________!”

Sound
Bites
• “Is there another
idea?”
• “How do we want
this to sound?”
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